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Abstract. Similarities were found between the colors of the Russian flag and the 
location of haplogupp N1 and R1a on the territory of Russia. 
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   In the public life of countries and peoples, fatal events sometimes occur. Such an 
event happened in Russia. Russian tricolor - a flag made of three bands: white, blue 
and red - was first raised when the first Russian ship "Eagle" was launched in 1668 
under the reign of Alexei Mikhailovich Romanov. 

   Further around the flag there are many events. At one time the flag becomes 
completely red. But in 1992, Russia again returned to the tricolor flag. 
    A small historical and geographical retreat. Here is the map of North America. 

 

   If we ignore the illogical situation of the United States of Alaska, then clearly the 
division of America according to the principle of north-south. North of Canada, south of 
the United States. Why is not this one state? There are many reasons for this, and one 
of them is climatic. The difference in climate promotes the division of peoples. 
   If you look at Russia, then this separation is also gradually taking place. Remember 
the huge USSR? The southern countries are leaving, tearing away: these are all the 
republics, except for the Balts and Byelorussia. It is strained, but Ukraine is also coming 
off. She herself is torn to pieces. Again, there are many reasons for this gap. But among 
them is the impact of climate. The northern climate creates its own, special, Nordic 
mentality. Which is not pleasant to the southern peoples and is not acceptable. 



   But this is only the preface. 

   What is the meaning of the Russian flag? Red meant power, blue - the color of Our 
Lady, under the protection of which was Russia, white - the color of freedom and 
independence. There is another "power" interpretation of the meaning of the colors of 
the flag, which means the unity of the three brotherly Eastern Slavic peoples: white - the 
color of White Russia (Belarus), blue - Little Russia (Ukraine), red - Great Russia. 
   Currently, most often (unofficially) the following interpretation of the meaning of the 
colors of the flag of Russia is used: white color means peace, purity, purity, perfection; 
blue - the color of faith and faithfulness, constancy; red color symbolizes energy, 
strength, blood shed for the Fatherland. 

   What in this flag is special? At first sight it's just a symbol and nothing more. 
    But in the 21st century there is mysticism. Investigation of haplogroups begins. And 
this is how scientists draw the resettlement of haplogroups. That's right, without any 
photoshop and color repainting. 
    Settlement of one of the main haplogroups in Russia, the northern haplogroup N1, 
the "threat-Finnish". This is approximately 20% of the population of Russia. 

 

   And the resettlement of the most widespread haplogroup of Russia, R1a, or "Aryan", 
accounting for about 45% of the total population. 



 

   All pictures are taken from the Internet, no photoshop. 

If you combine these two pictures, then it's easy to learn the next picture, already a bit 
with the participation of Photoshop: 

 

   Given that the white color is the Arctic Ocean, the blue color is the haplogroup N1, 
and the red color is the haplogroup R1a, the Russian flag is obtained, and the 
distribution of the main haplogroups. 
   It should be remembered that the haplogroups N1 and R1a are very different. 
Haplogroup N1 is close to the Chinese, Mongoloid, collective. And communism in 
Russia brought not Marx, but the inclination of the haplogroup N1 to collectivism. 
Haplogroup N1 is actually the Tatar-Mongols, or as they are called in Europe - the 
Huns. The Romanovs traveled to Europe and became related to Europe. But in 1917 
and civil war the Huns won. 
   Haplogroup R1a is more democratic, selfish and reaches for Europe. Representatives 



of the group R1a, after 1917, won twice: Khrushchev and then Gorbachev. But they 
could not keep the aggressive Huns. Today the Huns are again ruling. 
   Now we know what forces are tearing apart Russia and neighboring countries. And no 
matter how much we oppose, no matter how many parties "EDRO" are created, you can 
not trample on genetics and climate. The main thing to disperse peacefully and 
beautifully, with a minimum of victims. 


